Introduction to Toridion
Toridion Project started as a research project in 2014 with a mission to explore
non traditional computing architectures and approaches to data processing.
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Why?
In 2014 it seemed like AI was on an unstoppable path to success, however as
recently demonstrated by MIT and IBM in a 2020 joint study[1], it was obvious
even then that future problem complexity would outrun scaleability.
Rather than join the race Toridion took a new path and began to develop
architectures that would harness the natural laws of physics and novel information
theory in order to deliver computational systems capable of avoiding the fast
approaching resource limit.

[1]

https://arxiv.org/pdf/2007.05558.pdf

Our Quantum Approach
A number of high profile quantum computing projects are focussed solely on
supercooled qubit technology. The estimate is still circa 5-10 years before a
practical machine can be realised!
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Today, rather than focus on long term future general purpose quantum computing
[GPQC], with huge access barriers and associated prohibitive costs, Toridion now
offer readily available Application Specific technology that performs as well as any
theoretical future GPQC for specific uses, but at a fraction of the cost.
We focus on real world commercial problems such as
●
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FileSearch
Data Storage
Machine Learning
Data Modelling

Recent Advances
In 2019 Toridion demonstrated the potential power of their technology[2] for the first
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time. Using our core product TQNN, we tasked it with solving a 10,000 piece jigsaw,
without having access to the original solution!
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Toridiona 2 core CPU system. The result, which is considered classically impossible is a

clear demonstration that the correct application of quantum inspired technology
can deliver almost immeasurable performance gains versus classical technology.

[2]

Read the full story at https://www.toridion.com/page/Advances-In-Quantum-Machine-Learning

Just how big a problem was that?

n! = 10000! = 2.84625968 E+35659
The number on the screen is the number of brute force permutations that are
required to solve the jigsaw problem.

Toridion solved the problem in 20 minutes.

[2]

Read the full story at https://www.toridion.com/page/Advances-In-Quantum-Machine-Learning

More detailed performance example
By training a TQNN with image metadata, subsequent search time is reduced to a
log O(n) time complexity, regardless of the number of files stored – or where!
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As file numbers grow beyond 10^3 classical approaches begin to slow as a function
thereof. Toridion maintains linear performance regardless of the number of files.

Application Cases
The obvious potential of quantum inspired technology as demonstrated has use in
a significant number of commercial applications.
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Toridion are now making this technology available via beta API offerings.

Availability
Toridion now provide beta access to a number of Machine Learning focussed
API facilities from our own UK based servers.
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We are also IBM Business Partners and our TQNN authentication API is available
to run on selected IBM Power AI hardware. Power AI has the trusted capability to
deliver scalable research grade horsepower, combined with the TQNN software
stack, our API delivers spectacular performance.
To discuss how your processes might use TQNN to improve performance or to
request a technical engagement, contact us on info@toridion.com or via our
website at www.toridion.com.

The Future – is not GPU
A key part of the Toridion technical roadmap is the development of coprocessors
for quantum analog simulation. GPU's will not sustain the scaled growth needed
to deliver world changing applications in the field of AI and Data Modelling.
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Although fast already, once we produce a scalable processor capable of handling
the computational workload of our machine learning algorithms, we expect to see
performance increase by many magnitudes.
Our goal
●
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Develop hybrid coprocessors capable of augmenting classic hardware
Disrupt the quantum market place by delivering quantum power - now
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